In this paper algorithm of selecting optimal sampling rate is presented from the information theory approach viewpoint. It is based on the procedure of signal samples time series entropy maximization. Efficiency increase of mutual time delay estimation algorithm is shown for multi-channel propagation of phase-shift keyed signals in the case of information-optimal sampling step.
Introduction
One of the main stages of signal pre-processing is sampling. In [1] the total rule of selecting sampling rate is defined: «The best sampling rate which can be chosen for digital control system is the lowest rate that meets all performance requirements». But a number of papers on digital signal processing contain not only notes about dependence of different algorithms efficiency on the sampling rate, but also offer a variety of additional criteria for optimal sampling step selection [2] [3] [4] . For example, in [2] it is pointed out that the value of the sampling rate affects the properties of the estimation of the modal parameters by an autoregressive moving average model. The optimal sampling step estimation is based on the criterions of parameter covariance matrix determinant minimizing and variation coefficient minimizing. In [3] it is considered problem of choosing signal sampling rate that allows to increase the Prony's algorithm stability for signals with additive noise. Method for finding optimal signal sampling rate is based on minimization algorithm for condition number of matrixes used for solving linear equations systems. In [4] criterion for choosing the optimal sampling step in autocorrelation sequence calculating is considered to be the highest rate of convergence of minimum eigenvector of the signal autocorrelation matrix (ACM) finding procedure.
In this paper we propose procedure for sampling step selection optimum in terms of theoretic-information approach. It is based on the maximization procedure of samples time series entropy. The efficiency of presented algorithm was studied on the example of mutual time delay estimation problem for multi-channel propagated signals. To determine mutual time delay signals crosscorrelation function (CCF) is conventionally used. Nonidentity of receiving channels and relative motion of radiation source and detector lead to uncontrolled changes in received signals parameters, particularly to arbitrary spectrum shift and scaling. Spectrum scaling shows itself in the bit length change. But for short signals this effect is weak and in practice we can take into account only carrier frequency offset. Conventionally used for signals mutual time delay estimation approaches are based on either compensation of unknown frequency offset or ambiguity function study which global maximum corresponds to the desired time delay [5] . A common drawback of these methods is significant increase of computational time.
In the presence of unknown frequency shift it is rational to use methods based on the preliminary extraction of signal information components and following correlation processing. In this paper algorithm of «current-frequency» function construction is used to extract information component [4] . Elimination of the unknown frequency shift influence on the modulating sequences allocation step significantly reduces the computational efforts for correlation processing.
Selection of information-optimal sampling step
The main role of the sampling theorem in information theory is possibility of replacing continuous signal with a discrete sequence of samples which allows recovering the original signal without information loss [6] . In this form the theorem is known as Nyquist-Shannon one and is widely used in digital signal processing [6, 7] . Conventional formulation of sampling theorem and its various generalizations [6] set minimum acceptable sampling rate for which full recovery of original continuous signal is possible. Presence of only lower limit and absence of additional restrictions on the equidistant sampling step value lead to possibility of applying additional criterias for optimal sampling period selection for each particular practical problem.
We consider the problem of choosing optimal sampling step from theoretic-information point of view and use principle of information optimality of signal digital samples time series. It is unavoidable that sampling leads to information losses and it is important to select the sampling interval, so that this losses are insignificant [2] . Thus the criterion of sampling procedure optimality can be minimum information loss during the transition from continuous to discrete form. To ensure minimum loss of information during the transition from continuous to discrete data representation, we require that the sampling procedure with information-optimal step results in a signal time series with maximum entropy.
Generally for the time series
belonged to Gaussian processes class, probability density function ) (x p r is calculated as follows: 
. Thus implementation of declared above requirement can be based on the rule of maximum determinant of processed signal ACM.
Routine based on application of the singular values decomposition [7] is used to reduce noise presence effect while calculating ACM determinant ( ) det( ACM ) (see Figure 1 ). The first step includes determination of autoregressive (AR) model order L by one of known methods, for example using Akaike criterion for selecting ACM dimension [7] . The second step is filtering in ACM singular values space. It eliminates influence of the noise signal component. The third step is estimation of ACM determinant. Sampling rate opt s f for which ACM determinant has maximum value is the optimal one. After optimization procedure performing we should choose sampling rate closest to the optimum one from the set of available in particular hardware implementation.
Information component extraction
Extraction of information component of phase-shift keyed (PSK) signal can be made using different methods of digital filtering [4, 8] .
In [4] a nonlinear method for digital signals processing is proposed. It is based on the replacement of original signal samples by samples of a function that depends on signal instantaneous frequency. Samples of this «current frequency» function are calculated on the basis of Pisarenko harmonic decomposition (PHD) method [7] . This method includes evaluation of required autocorrelation function samples produced for a short segment of signal using a «sliding window». In this paper procedure for constructing currentfrequency function is organized like in [4] . First, the length of sliding window M (the number of signal samples used to determine autocorrelation sequence) is selected. Secondly, three samples of autocorrelation sequence are calculated and used to construct ACM [4] and can be used to determine value of the current-frequency function:
where t ∆ is sampling step. Then the sliding window is one sample moved and the procedure of the currentfrequency value estimation repeats. Scheme of currentfrequency function determination procedure is shown in Figure 2 . Figure 3 shows part of PSK signal ) (t x and corresponding current-frequency function ) (t v . The current-frequency function hereinafter used for processing doesn't depend on frequency of the harmonic fill and maintain information about phase shifts of PSK signal. An important feature of this approach is filter insensitiveness to slow changes of the carrier frequency, due to filter coefficients evaluation adaptability based on use of sliding window for determining ACM elements. 
Results
Optimal sampling step usage in signal pre-processing algorithms allows increasing the stability of these algorithms. It achieves owning to improving matrix conditionality that affects the efficiency of the subsequent correlation analysis. Investigation of using the optimal sampling step was carried out on the problem of estimation of the signals mutual time delay in multichannel propagation. To determine time delay we used above-described method of nonlinear digital filtering of harmonic filling using the current-frequency function. The reason of using this algorithm is that for constructing the current-frequency function ACM eigenvalues and eigenvectors problem must be solved. And according to [4] the stability of the procedure of solving eigenvalues and eigenvectors problem depends on the sampling step.
For simulation we used PSK signal (carrier frequency 60 kHz, data-transmission rate 9600 bit/s, information sequence length 50 and 500 bits for etalon and research signals, respectively, mutual time delay 1 ms) mixed with additive white Gaussian noise. The value of the optimal sampling rate kHz 3 . 241 = opt s f was determined using described above theoretic-information approach by computer simulation for different PSK signals. Optimal sampling rate used in further studies was set to 240 kHz. A comparison of signal detection was made using the optimal sampling rate (240 kHz) and rate greater than 2 times the optimal one (480 kHz). Figure 4a shows the dependence of the correct detection probability 0 P on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for two sampling frequencies (1 -240 kHz, 2 -480 kHz). Analysis of these graphs allows to suggest that the stability of the signal detection algorithm based on the study of current-frequency function CCF significantly increases in case of using information-optimal sampling rate. Figure 4b shows similar graphs which demonstrate the stability of studied method to noise at two sampling rates in case of inexact knowledge of the signal carrier frequency (frequency shift is 2 kHz). Signal carrier frequency ambiguity is due to influence of the Doppler effect. Stability of the algorithm at optimal sampling rate remains under significant influence of the Doppler effect. 
Conclusion
In this paper we proposed an algorithm of determining the information-optimal sampling rate. It is studied the influence of using the optimal sampling rate on the efficiency of the PSK signals mutual time delay estimation algorithm with multi-channel propagation. We showed that stability of mutual time delay estimation algorithm on the basis of harmonic filling pre-filtering with following correlation processing significantly increases in case of information-optimal sampling step usage.
